LEADER CREDIBILITY
The Essential Traits of Those Who Engage, Inspire, and Transform
Cathy Lassiter, Dominique Smith, Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey

With Leader Credibility, readers will learn how to attain the qualities that all school leaders need: trustworthiness, competence, dynamism, immediacy, and forward-thinking.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071889107 • 160 pages
1st edition • October 2022
Corwin

LEADER READY
Four Pathways to Prepare Aspiring School Leaders
Tim Cusack, Vince Bustamante

This research-based framework uses professional knowledge, modeling, coaching, and guided and mastery experiences to create a clear path from support roles to confident, independent leadership.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071916797 • 168 pages
1st edition • July 2023
Corwin

MY LEADING WHILE FEMALE JOURNEY
A Guided Reflective Journal
Delores B. Lindsey, Stacie L. Stanley, Trudy T. Arriaga

This guided reflection is both a stand-alone book and a companion to the bestselling Leading While Female: A Culturally Proficient Response to Gender Equity.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071884515 • 80 pages
1st edition • February 2023
Corwin
BLEND​ED COACHING
Supporting the Development and Supervision of School Leaders
Gary Bloom, Jackie Owens Wilson

This fresh approach to the professional development and supervision of education professionals outlines a powerful set of strategies designed to serve the needs of adult learners, with a significant new focus on coaching leaders through issues of equity.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071870785 • 264 pages
2nd edition • July 2023
Corwin

CHANGE AGENTS
Transforming Schools From the Ground Up
Justin Cohen

Through narratives chronicling the efforts of real-life educators, this book presents their time-tested, research-based practices that empower educators to change how things are done in their schools.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071875780 • 272 pages
1st edition • December 2022
Corwin

BE​LING​ONG AND INCLUSION IN IDENTITY SAFE SCHOOLS
A Guide for Educational Leaders
Alexandrea Creer Kahn, Amy Epstein, Becki Cohn-Vargas, Kathe Gogolewski

This comprehensive guide offers leaders the tools they need to implement evidence-based identity safe practices across schools and districts where students of all backgrounds feel “seen” and “heard.”

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071913444 • 280 pages
1st edition • February 2023
Corwin
RIGHT FROM THE START
The Essential Guide to Implementing School Initiatives
James Marshall

This guidebook walks through the entire process of implementation, from needs assessment to evaluation - with tools, pacing suggestions, and strategies that yield predictable results.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071913444 • 280 pages
1st edition • July 2023
Corwin

CASE STUDIES TO ENGAGE EVERY FAMILY
Implementing the Five Simple Principles
Margaret E. Constantino, Steven M. Constantino

This hands-on workbook uses 20 rich, diverse case studies to mirror family-engagement challenges educators face. Includes adaptable strategies, prompts, and questions to guide deeper thinking.

Subject: Education
Spiral • 9781071913574 • 136 pages
1st edition • April 2023
Corwin

GROWING FOR JUSTICE
A Developmental Continuum of Leadership Capacities and Practices
Deborah Brooks Lawrence, Eleanor Drago-Severson, Jessica Blum-DeStefano

This groundbreaking book, drawn from a first-of-its-kind study, helps school leaders take concrete steps toward improved advocacy - wherever they are in their social justice journey.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071818893 • 240 pages
1st edition • June 2023
Corwin
NOW WHAT? CONFRONTING UNCOMFORTABLE TRUTHS ABOUT INEQUITY IN SCHOOLS

A Leadership Rubric for Action

Carmella S. Franco, Darline P. Robles, Maria G. Ott

Using their unique insights and life experiences as Latina superintendents, the authors present a guide to navigating barriers and creating an actionable equity plan.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071850763 • 144 pages
1st edition • March 2023
Corwin

THE DRIVERS

Transforming Learning for Students, Schools, and Systems

Joanne Quinn, Michael Fullan

Renowned authors Michael Fullan and Joanne Quinn lay out a complete model for transforming teaching and learning. The goal: making sure students are actually prepared to live and thrive in the complex world around them.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071855010 • 184 pages
1st edition • October 2023
Corwin

MAKING ROOM FOR IMPACT

A De-implementation Guide for Educators

Arran Hamilton, Dylan Wiliam, John Hattie

In Making Room for Impact, readers will discover a step-by-step, evidence-based process for deciding which initiatives are most effective - and how to let go of the ones that are not.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071917077 • 344 pages
1st edition • August 2023
Corwin
COLLABORATING THROUGH COLLECTIVE EFFICACY CYCLES
Ensuring All Students and Teachers Succeed
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, Toni Faddis

This book demystifies the concept of collective efficacy and empowers teacher teams with the necessary tools to ignite collaborative processes.

Subject: Education
Spiral • 9781071888629 • 192 pages
1st edition • February 2023
Corwin

COLLABORATION AND CO-TEACHING FOR DUAL LANGUAGE LEARNERS
Transforming Programs for Multilingualism and Equity
Andrea Honigsfeld, Joan Lachance

This practical guide features a dual language adaptation of a widely used, evidence-based framework, and seven proven co-teaching models.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071849996 • 264 pages
1st edition • February 2023
Corwin

CONNECTING HIGH-LEVERAGE PRACTICES TO STUDENT SUCCESS
Collaboration in Inclusive Classrooms
Melissa C. Jenkins, Wendy W. Murawski

This is an essential, reader-friendly guide for educators and instructional leaders who are passionate about creating truly inclusive classrooms.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071920817 • 288 pages
1st edition • September 2023
Corwin
PREPARING CHILDREN FOR SUCCESS IN SCHOOL AND LIFE
20 Ways to Increase Children’s Brain Power
Marcia L. Tate

With newly updated research, the Second Edition of this bestseller provides parents and educators with strategies for building a brain-compatible environment where young learners can develop the skills they need to be successful.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071886700 • 216 pages
2nd edition • February 2023
Corwin

IMPLEMENTING MASTERY LEARNING
Thomas R. Guskey

This newly updated Handbook to this widely researched and proven-effective methodology includes step-by-step guidance on implementing mastery learning in face-to-face, distance, and hybrid learning environments.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071851005 • 328 pages
3rd edition • November 2022
Corwin

ACTIVE LEARNING
40 Teaching Methods to Engage Students in Every Class and Every Subject, Grades 6-12
Barry Gilmore, Gravity Goldberg

Whether tweaking an existing strategies or finding new moves to quickly become their own, this is every teacher’s go-to guide for designing active and engaging learning experiences for students.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071915875 • 256 pages
1st edition • August 2023
Corwin
REIMAGINING STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
From Disrupting to Driving
Amy Berry

When re-imagining student engagement, teachers will see their students as true agents of their own learning, and they will provide them with the motivational resources that fuel collaboration and school success.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071880302 • 160 pages
1st edition • December 2022
Corwin

CONFRONTING THE CRISIS OF ENGAGEMENT
Creating Focus and Resilience for Students, Staff, and Communities
Douglas Fisher, Douglas Reeves, Nancy Frey

This book will help everyone (students and faculty) learn to lead, laugh, and lean in, because high expectations with compassionate support will lead students back to learning.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071894163 • 176 pages
1st edition • August 2022
Corwin

TEACHING STUDENTS TO DRIVE THEIR LEARNING
A Playbook on Engagement and Self-Regulation, K-12
Douglas Fisher, John Hattie, Nancy Frey, Sarah Ortega

Learners who go-get, goal-set. They risk, productively fail, and ask peers for help. This book will help teachers set up their classroom with all the right conditions to help every student go the distance.

Subject: Education
Spiral • 9781071918951 • 208 pages
1st edition • July 2023
Corwin
HOW SCAFFOLDING WORKS
A Playbook for Supporting and Releasing Responsibility to Students
Douglas Fisher, John Almarode, Nancy Frey

Scaffolding - keep it in place too long and learners coast but never fly. Don't provide enough and they bottom out with frustration. In How Scaffolding Works, readers will learn how to get it just right.

Subject: Education

EVERYDAY EXECUTIVE FUNCTION STRATEGIES
Improve Student Engagement, Self-Regulation, Behavior, and Learning
Roberta Strosnider, Valerie Saxton Sharpe

Designed to be applicable to and usable by all educators, this toolbox of executive function strategies will help teachers improve student engagement, self-regulation, behavior, and learning.

Subject: Education

JUST TEACHING
Feedback, Engagement, and Well-Being for Each Student
Jonathan Eckert

By addressing feedback, engagement, and well-being in ways that are sustainable and founded in justice, Just Teaching supports comprehensive growth while elevating the essential work of educators.

Subject: Education
FEEDBACK FOR CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN THE CLASSROOM
New Perspectives, Practices, and Possibilities
Brent Duckor, Carrie Holmberg
This book shows how to plan, enact, and reflect on feedback practices within lessons and across units using a new accessible, comprehensive, and innovative framework.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781544361574 • 384 pages
1st edition • April 2023
Corwin

HOW FEEDBACK WORKS
A Playbook
Douglas Fisher, John Almarode, Nancy Frey
With How Feedback Works: A Playbook, teachers can learn to create a culture of feedback in their classroom with the latest research on teaching, engagement, and assessment.

Subject: Education
Spiral • 9781071859094 • 240 pages
1st edition • December 2022
Corwin

INSTRUCTIONAL FEEDBACK
The Power, the Promise, the Practice
Anastasiya A. Lipnevich, Jeffrey K. Smith, Thomas R. Guskey
Engaging and concise, this book covers a broad range of topics pertaining to instructional feedback and offers educators research-based advice.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781544385211 • 128 pages
1st edition • May 2023
Corwin
GIVE OUR STUDENTS THE GIFT OF CONFIDENCE
It’s Essential for Learning Success
Rick Stiggins

With this book, teachers will discover how to manage the emotional dynamics of learning success and build strong relationships in order to realize profound achievement gains.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071924037 • 144 pages
1st edition • November 2023
Corwin

THE WILL TO LEARN
Cultivating Student Motivation Without Losing Your Own
Dave Stuart Jr.

Do the work. Do it with care. These inspirational guideposts will help us all build a world in which our schools can be both productive and humane.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071884744 • 280 pages
1st edition • June 2023
Corwin

WHOLE CHILD, WHOLE LIFE
10 Ways to Help Kids Live, Learn, and Thrive
Manuel S. Herrera (illustrator), Stephanie Malia Krauss

Providing essential advice, stories, and strategies to help kids live and learn, Whole Child, Whole Life is required reading for anyone who is working with, caring for, or raising young people.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071884423 • 296 pages
1st edition • July 2023
Corwin
BELONGING
How Social Connection Can Heal, Empower, and Educate Kids
Dustin Bindreiff

With his deep knowledge of education, behavior, and neuroscience, Dustin Bindreiff provides a fresh look at the troubling issues our students face and provides practical strategies for building a more hopeful future.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071876190 • 184 pages
1st edition • February 2023
Corwin

ACCELERATING LEARNING FOR ALL, PREK-8
Equity in Action
Colleen Urlik, Rebecca McKinney

Designed to support equitable access and opportunities, this book provides strategies to move all students towards becoming independent critical thinkers and problem-solvers.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071888988 • 176 pages
1st edition • April 2023
Corwin

SERVING EDUCATIONAL EQUITY
A Five-Course Framework for Accelerated Learning
Gwendolyn Y. Turner, Sonya Murray-Darden

Grounded in research and employing the Science of Learning Development (SoLD) principles, this book offers bold and different thinking about unfinished learning, equity, and student success.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071909478 • 216 pages
1st edition • July 2023
Corwin
BECOMING A SOCIAL JUSTICE EDUCATOR
A Guide With Practice
Bryan Dale, Dominique Smith, Oscar Corrigan, Sarah Ortega, Zachary Scott Robbins

This book guides teachers in building more inclusive cultures, helping them to become more culturally competent and ready to turn social justice aspirations into classroom routines that help every student feel confident, capable, and motivated.

Subject: Education

Paperback • 9781071921203 • 168 pages
1st edition • August 2023
Corwin

FIGHTING FAKE NEWS
Teaching Students to Identify and Interrogate Information Pollution
Deborah Appleman, Hugh Kesson, Jeffrey D. Wilhelm, Michael W. Smith

We all know texting while driving is dangerous. But what about when students get on the digital highway without critical thinking skills? Teachers can use Fighting Fake News to steer them toward a life of wisdom, not reactivity.

Subject: Education

Paperback • 9781071854655 • 264 pages
1st edition • April 2023
Corwin

BULLYING BEYOND THE SCHOOLYARD
Preventing and Responding to Cyberbullying
Justin W. Patchin, Sameer Hinduja

The Third Edition of this bestselling guide on cyberbullying incorporates new evidence-based strategies focused on school climate, empathy, resilience, digital citizenship, media literacy, counterspeech, and student-led initiatives.

Subject: Education

Paperback • 9781071916568 • 248 pages
3rd edition • September 2023
Corwin
THE EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PLAYBOOK
Alisha Demchak, Douglas Fisher, John Almarode, Kateri Thunder, Nancy Frey

This book shows how the Visible Learning® research guides planning and teaching, as teachers partner with families and colleagues to have the greatest impact on the learning and development of young children.

Subject: Education
Spiral • 9781071886526 • 368 pages
1st edition • December 2022
Corwin

BAD AT MATH?
Dismantling Harmful Beliefs That Hinder Equitable Mathematics Education
Lidia Gonzalez

Both social commentary and a practical toolkit, this bold book guides educators in exposing stereotypes, challenging negative mindsets, and confronting systemic inequities in math education.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071887172 • 200 pages
1st edition • April 2023
Corwin

BRINGING PROJECT-BASED LEARNING TO LIFE IN MATHEMATICS, K-12
Maggie Lee McHugh

Moving beyond task-oriented mathematics to truly memorable and equitable project-based learning is simple with the research-based game plan mapped out in this approachable guide.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071880722 • 328 pages
1st edition • July 2023
Corwin
MEANINGFUL SMALL GROUPS IN MATH, GRADES K-5
Meeting All Learners’ Needs in Any Setting
Kimberly Rimbey

Written for teachers, interventionists and instructional coaches, this book provides much-needed guidance on how to meet the diverse needs of students using small-group math instruction.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071854662 • 280 pages
1st edition • February 2023
Corwin

ENGAGING IN CULTURALLY RELEVANT MATH TASKS, 6-12
Fostering Hope in the Middle and High School Classroom
Lou Edward Matthews, Shelly M. Jones, Yolanda A. Parker

This book helps teachers to design and refine inspiring mathematics learning experiences driven by the kind of high-quality mathematics tasks that connect students to their world.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071841785 • 192 pages
1st edition • January 2023
Corwin

CLASSROOM-READY RICH ALGEBRA TASKS, GRADES 6-12
Engaging Students in Doing Math
Barbara J. Dougherty, Linda C. Venenciano

Many students struggle with traditional algebra instruction. This resource can help turn things around, with 50+ mathematical tasks that are rich, standards-aligned, and make math investigative and interactive.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071889268 • 280 pages
1st edition • May 2023
Corwin
I HATE READING
Overcoming Shame in the Reading Classroom
Justin M. Stygles

With I Hate Reading, educators will learn how to build relationships so shame-bound readers trust enough to risk enough to grow.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071844823 • 272 pages
1st edition • March 2023
Corwin

BUILDING THE YOUNG READER’S BRAIN, BIRTH THROUGH AGE 8
Pamela Nevills

This is a practical guide to teaching the way a child’s brain learns best. In this update of a bestselling classic, educators will learn how to develop children’s capacity and will to read.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071888780 • 304 pages
3rd edition • September 2023
Corwin

TEXT STRUCTURES AND FABLES
Teaching Students to Write About What They Read, Grades 3-12
Gretchen Bernabei, Jayne Hover

Want to improve writing about reading? Use these lessons and concrete text structures designed to help students write self-generated commentary in response to reading.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071894248 • 200 pages
1st edition • February 2023
Corwin
WRITING WORKOUTS, GRADES 6-12
Strategies to Build Students’ Writing Skills, Stamina, and Success
Rebecca G. Harper

Good writers know what skills to use and when. Like ace athletes, they are highly trained. Writing Workouts provides standards-aligned lessons to work every writing muscle.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071867044 • 304 pages
1st edition • April 2023
Corwin

KIDS COME IN ALL LANGUAGES
Visible Learning for Multilingual Learners
Douglas Fisher, John Hattie, Nancy Frey, Oscar Corrigan

It’s time to upend practices that have kept multilingual students from shining. This book will help teachers discover the five-C instructional framework to get all students on grade level.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781544341484 • 128 pages
1st edition • July 2023
Corwin

LONG-TERM SUCCESS FOR EXPERIENCED MULTILINGUALS
Beth Skelton, Tan Huynh

This practical, easy-to-implement, cross-curricular instructional framework includes strategies, implementation prompts, templates, and essential actions that create the conditions for experienced multilinguals to process content and clearly communicate discipline-specific ideas.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071891278 • 264 pages
1st edition • June 2023
Corwin
SEEN, HEARD, AND VALUED
Universal Design for Learning and Beyond
Lee Ann Jung

To reach all, we must reach each. Through student engagement, accessible instruction, and multiple approaches to demonstrate learning, UDL ensures all students succeed by enabling educators to remove barriers to learning.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071841853 • 208 pages
1st edition • March 2023
Corwin

THE EDUCATOR’S GUIDE TO AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
Interventions and Treatments
Kaye L. Otten, Leslie Ann Bross, Sonja R. de Boer

This easy-to-use, accessible guide summarizes more than 75 interventions and rates each based on the most recent evidence of effectiveness and safety.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071838778 • 424 pages
1st edition • September 2023
Corwin

THERE ARE NO DEFICITS HERE
Disrupting Anti-Blackness in Education
Lauren M. Wells

Focused on racial equity from an ecological perspective, this book urges educators to take seriously the significance of beliefs and cultures within schools.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071855898 • 216 pages
1st edition • October 2023
Corwin
DELIBERATE OPTIMISM
Still Reclaiming the Joy in Education
Debbie Silver, Jack C. Berckemeyer

This guide features revised Principles of Optimism, expanded focus on leadership and updated strategies.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071889053 • 224 pages
2nd edition • July 2023
Corwin

TEACHING BETTER DAY BY DAY
A Planner to Support Your Instruction, Well-Being, and Professional Learning
Jim Burke

Can old-fashioned paper-and-pencil planning be cutting-edge? Yes, when it is a planner designed by master teacher Jim Burke, with space to dream big and teach well each day.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071910436 • 248 pages
1st edition • June 2023
Corwin

TRANSFORMING TEACHING THROUGH CURRICULUM-BASED PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
The Elements
James B. Short, Stephanie Hirsh

This book enables teachers to deepen their understanding of the essential components of successful curriculum implementation.

Subject: Education
Paperback • 9781071886328 • 192 pages
1st edition • February 2023
Corwin